Overcoming bortezomib resistance in multiple myeloma.
The introduction of the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib in 2003 significantly improved treatment of the B-cell malignancy MM (multiple myeloma). Relapse following bortezomib therapy is inevitable, however, and MM remains an incurable disease. In the present mini-review, we explore the mechanisms by which bortezomib resistance occurs in MM, including inherent and acquired mutation, and inducible pro-survival signalling. We also outline the importance of MM cell interaction with the BMSC (bone marrow stromal cell) microenvironment as a pro-survival mechanism, and examine some potential druggable targets within this milieu, such as IGFs (insulin-like growth factors) and Btk (Bruton's tyrosine kinase). Although our understanding of bortezomib resistance is far from complete, there are a number of scientific developments that can help inform clinical decisions in relapsed MM.